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BOOK XI.

01_ THE LAWS WHICH ESTABLISH PUBLIC LI_ERTlt',

IN RELATION TO THE CONSTITUTION.

The problem of the dzsU_bution of the power of a society, so as to be most

favorable to hberty, cannot be solsed so long as too much power is giscn to a

_elztall. SPIRIT OF LA_._Sj IB00K XI.

I have thought #roper to divide my commentary on this book_

into two cha[_ters. T/w Jirst alone bears directly u]ton the

work of 3[ontesquieu ; the second only flo,vs out of the first :

but 21Iontesquieu has not gone so far into the subject in tu's

CIIAP. I.

IS THE PROBLEM SOLVED_ AS TO TILE BEST MEANS OF

DISTRIBUTING THE POWER 0P SOCIETY', SO AS TO BE

MOST _'AVORABI, E TO LIBERTY?

IN 01is book, the title of which does not present an

idea sufficiently distinct, the degree of liber(y wifieh may

be enjoyed under each constitution of government is

examined; that is to say....thc effects produced on the

fibcl¢ies of the citizens by the laws forming the constitu-

lion of the state. Such laws are those only which regulate

the distribution of political power; for the constitution of a

,oeicty is nothing more than the collection of rules deter-

mining the nature, extent, and limits, of the authorities

ruling it ; so that when these rules are to be united into a

_ingle body of laws, serving as the bond of the political

edifice, the first precaution to be taken, is not to admi|

any tlthlg irreconcilable with the objects proposed to be
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secured ; without which prceantion it is not exactly a

constitutim_, hut an expedient, calculated for a greater or a
less considerable portion of the general body of the nation.

To know what influence the organization of society
has on the liberty o_ its members, we should perfectly

imderstand wlmt is meant by liberty. The word liberty,

llke all others intended to express abstract ideas of a

very gener_l nature, is often taken in a multitude oi"
different acceptations, which are so many particulaz.

parts of its comprehensive signification ; thus we say,
a man ha_ become free, when he has finished an enter-

prize, in which he had been wholly ocenpied ; when he has

given up a slavish office ; when he has renounced a station,
which imposed responsible duties on him ; when he has

broken the yoke of certain passions, or eonnexions, which

kept him in subjection ; when he has escaped from a
prison; when he has withdrawn himself from the do-

minions of a tyrannical government: we likewise say,

the liberty of thinking, speaking, acting, writing ; that

iris speech, respiration, and all his movements are free,
when notldng eonstrains ]tim in these respects: then

all these particular faculties of liberty are ranged into

classes, forming different groups accol_]ing to their seve-

ral natures; such as physical, moral, natural, civil, and

pelitieal liberty; whence it happens, that when forming

_tgeneral idea of liberty, every one composes it of tha!

kind of liberty, to which he attaches the greatest impor-

tance, of a freedom from those eon_tl-aint_ a_ainst which

he is the most prejudiced, and _vhi'ch appear to ldm the
most insupportable; some make it to eonslst in vh.tue,
in indifference, or in a kind of impassibility, like those

stoics who pretended that their sa_es remained free.
even when in chains ; others place it in society ; other_

hi competency and ease, or in a state unconnected with

and independent of any social tics ; others again pretend,
that to be free is to life under eel.rain ibrms of govcrn-

menL or _enrrally under one tlm;t_i_moderate and enli_ht-
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ened. All these opinions are just, according to the
sense in which liberty is understood; but in none is it

seen in all its forms, nor is its proper character embra-

ced in any of their definitions. Let us examine what

these different kinds of liberty possess in common, and

in what they severally resemble each other; for it is in

1his way only we can approach the general ideas, ab-

stracted from aU the particular ideas which are compre-
hended therein.

Ifwc consider it attentively, we shall perceive that one

property common to all descriptions of liberty, is that it

procures for the individual enjoying it, the exercise of

his will in a greater extent than if deprived of that

enjoyment; therefore, the idea of liberty, in its most

abstract form, as well as in its greatest ext_nt, is nothing
more than the idea of the power to do that which the
mind wills ; and in general, to be free is to be enabled to

do what we please.

Hence we perceive that liberty is applicable only to
beings endowed with will : and _ hen we say of water that

it runs more freely when the obstacles opposed to its
passage are taken away, or th at a wheel turns more

freely when the friction retarding it is diminished ; it is

by comparison we express ourselves, because we pre-

suppose that the water inclines or possesses a qu.-dity
which disposes it to run, and the ,vheel alike disposition to

turn; or that such is the necessary effect in given circum-
stances.

For the same reason, this questi'on so much debated ....

Is our will free _. should never be ul'ged, for it is an abuse ol"
terms; liberty only relates to the will when formed, and not

before the will exists : what has gi yen/'ise to an enquiry
of this kind is, that on particular occasions the motive_

acting upon us are so powel'fnl, that they determine us

immediately to will one thing in preference to or
rather than another, and then it is said, we will irre-

sistably or are neee._itated to will ; while in o_her
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clreumstanees, the motives not being so strong, or
acting with less impulsion, leave us the power of delibc-

ration, to reflect on and weigh them in our minds ; in

this state, we think we possess the power either to resist

or to obey those impulses, and to take one determination

in preference to another, solely because we will it; but
this is an illusion, for however weak a motive may be,

it necessarily determines our will, unless it be balanced

by a more powerful motive, and then this is as necessa-
ril 7 determined as the other would have been, if alone;
we will or we do not will, but we cannot will to will ;

and if we could, there would yet he an antecedent cause

of this will, and this eause would be beyond the range
ofthe will, as are all those which cause it; and thel_fore

we must conclude that libei_y exists only after the will,

and in consequence of its unrestx'ained exercise; or that

liberty is no more than the power of executing the will
I ask the reader's pardon, for this metaphysical diseussiou

on the nature of liberty, but it will soon be perceived,

that it is neither inappropriate nor useless. It is impos-

sible to speak intelligibly on the interests of men without

a previous and due understanding of their faculties ; if

there be any thing more materially deficient than
another, in the writings of the great man on which I

comment, it is particularly in this preliminary study, and

we may perceive how vague the ideas are which he presents

to us of Hberty, although he h_ devoted three chapters

to that particular subject. We have made nearly the
same exceptions to his idea of the word law, in the first
book.

]Giberty9 in the most general acceptation of the word, is

nothing else than the power of executing the will, and

accomplishing our desires; now the nature of every being
endowed with will, is such that this faculty of willing

eanses his happiness or unhappiness; he is happy when
his .,le sires are accomplished, and unhappy when they

arc not; and happiness or misery are proportioned in
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ldm according to 1he degree of his gratification or

disappointment. It follows that his liberty and happinesJ
are the same thing. He woald ahvays be completely

happy if he had ah_ays the power ofexecuting his will,

and tile de_;rce of his happiness is always proportionate

to the degree ofhis po_er.
This remark explains _vby men, even _ithout sus-

pecting it, are all so passionately fond of liberty ; for

they could not be other_ise, since whenever there exisl_
a desire, under whatever name it may appear, th,.

possibility of accomplishing that desire is implied, and
w'illed or _ished ; it is always the possession of a portion

of power, or the removal of some eonstraint, which
constitutes a certain portion of happiness. The excla-
mation...." 0 if I eoldd !" comprehcntls the desire of ac-

complishing all our wishes ; every, xvidi would be gratified
if we could cfl'eet it by willing it: all powerful, or what

is the same thing, entire liberty, is inseparable fi'om perfect

haplfiness.
This remark conducts us i_arther, and explains to us

why men have formed to themselves different ideas of
liberty, according to their different ideas of happiness.

They must always have attached rite idea of liberty in
an eminent degree, to the power of doing what they please,
and of whleh satisfaetion is the attribute, l_lontesquieu.

in his second ehapter, appears to be astonished that many

people should entertain false ideas of liberty, making it
consist in things foreign to their solid interests, or at
least not essential theroto ; but lie should have first

considered that men have often placed theh. happiness

and satisi:action in the enjoyment of unimportant or even

hurtful things: the first fault committed, the second
follows as a consequence. A Russian in the time of

Peter-the great, placed his greatest interest in his long
beard, which wgs in fact of no use, or an incumbrance, or

very ridiculous. The native of Poland was passionately

attached to Iris libcrunl =do, which was the great source
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ef affliction to his countlT. Both Russians and Poles

would have deemed themselves subjected to the greatest
tyl_anny, if obliged to part with either; and tbeh. sub-

jeetion was eertainly great, when they were deprived
thereof, for their strongest dcsil_s were frustrated.

Montesquien answers lfimself by adding this remarkable

phrase....,. In fine. every one has called that government

., free, which was most eontbrmable to his inclinations ;"

which is unquestionably true, it could not be otherwise,
and each has so expressed himself reasonably, because

every one is truly fi'ee wbea all his wishes are gt_atified,
and we cannot be f_e in any other manner.

From this last observation llows many consequenees;
the first _shieh presents itself is....that a nation should be

eonsidcl_d truly free as long a_ it continues satisfied
with its government, even it"in its nature the government

should be less conformable to the principles of liberty
than another which displeases him. It is often mentioned

that Solon said...." I haz'e not [fiT:cnto the ./lthenian._, the

', bcst possiblc laws that theft co,rid rceeivc,"....that is, the

best they were worthy of. I do not believe that Solon

said so; such contemptuous boasting would have been
very ill placed iu the mouth of one who had adapted I

Iris laws so injudiciously to the ehal_eter of the nation,
that they did not last his life time. But I believe he

did say...." I lutve givctt them the best laws theft would

;'eceive." This might have been true, and justifies him
under the eireumstanees o1" his want of sueeess; and it

neeessal_y must have been so, because as he did not im-

pose his laws by force, he wa, neeessiated to give them
as they would be received ; now the Athenians, in 'adoptiug

sueh imperfeet lass s, were certainly ill advised ; but they

were vel_j fi_e ; wlfile in modern times a great part of

Franee, in reeeiving their eonsfitution of the year three,

(1793) however fi_e it mi._ht be in its form, were realJy
slaves, sineeit was established in opposition to their will ;

henec we may eonelude, that institutions ean be amelio-
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rated only in proportion to the increase of information

among the people at large, and even those which arc the

best absolutely arc not always so relatively; for the

better they are, the more they are opposed to false
ideas, and if they are disagreeable to too great a number,

they cannot be maintained without using forcible means,
after which there could be no more liberty, no more

happiness, no more security; this may serve as an
apelogy for many institntions bad in themselves, which
may have been at one period well adapted to the cireum-

stanecs in which the)" existed, but furnishes no argument

for our prese1_-ing them _hen they are found to be
pernicious....and it may also seg_'e to explain the causes
of f.t,_'lureof many good institutions, anti will not prevent

us from adopting them at a more favorable time.

The second consequence of the observation _'hich we

ha_e made above is, that tile govcrmnent under which

the greatest liberty i_ enjoyed, whatever may be its
form, is tlmt _hich governs the best, for in it the

greatest number of people arc the happiest; and _vhen

we are as happy as we can be, our desh.cs are accom-

plished as much as possible. If the most despotic prince
should administer public affairs in a perfect manner, we

should enjoy the greatest possible happiness under his
rule, which is the same thing as libertIj. It is not then

the form of government in itself, that is so important;

it would indeed be a very weak argument in its favor,

that it was in form more agreeable to reason, because

it is not mere speculation or theory, which constitute

the happiness of manki_ in society, but practical good
and beneficial results ; _r it conecrtls individuals who

possess the faculties of lit_, and are sensible of good and
evil, not ideal or abstract beings. Those, who in the

political convulsions of our times, said....,, I do not care

,, about being free, all I desire is to be happy," uttered
a sentiment contradictory in itself....being both vel_

sensible and very insignificant : sensible, in as much as
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happiness is the only object worthy of our attention
insignificant, in as much as happiness is really true

liberty. For the same reason, those enthusiasts, who

said that happiness is not to be taken into consideration,
when liberty is in question, are guilty of the same absur-

dity; for if happiness could be separated from liberty, it
should without hesitation be preferred: but we are not

happy when we arc not free, for certainly suffering is not

doing as we wish. The only circumstance, therefore,
which renders any one social organization preferable to

another, is its being better adapted to render the mere.

bets of society happy ; and if in general it be desired,
that the social eonstitution should lea_e to the people a

great i_eility to make known their wishes, it is then
more probable that under a government which sceures

this power, they are governed as they desire.

Let us examine, with Montesquieu, which arc the
prineipal conditions to be fulfilled in order to aeeomplish

this end; and like him, let us only oceupy ourselves on

the question generally, without respect to any local or

particular conjuncture.

This justly eeleh-ated philosopher has remarked, in the

first place, that pub.lie functions may be reduced to three
principles: that of making laws....that of conducting
internal aadexternal affairs, according to the intention of

the laws....and, that of passing judgment on private or

civil differences, as well as on accusations of private and
public offences: that is to say, in other words....that

social action is comprised in willing, executing, and

jud_n_.
Then it may be easily perceived tlmt these three great

functions, or even two of them, could not be united in the

same person or persons, without the greatest danger to tltc

rest of the citizens ; for if the same man, or body of men,
were at the same time:huthorised to will and to execute, the

single person or the body of men, would be too powefftd

for any to interpose or form a judgment, and consequently
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would be obliged to submit. If the one only who made

the law also judged, it is probable that he would soon
rule the one entrusted with the execution of the law;

and in short, this last person who executes, being always

the most to be feared, on account of the physical force
entrusted to him ; if he should be invested with the

function of judging, there can be no doubt that he would

soon so arrange the means of authority, that the legislating

power must enact such laws only as he should please.

These dangers are too palpable to attach any merit
to their discovery ; the great difficulty appears to be,

how to devise the means of avoiding them. Montesquieu

spares himself tile trouble of such an enquiry, by per-
suading himself that thcy are already found: hc even

blames Harrington tbr occupying himself with the subject.
,, We may say of him," says Montesquieu, ,, that he

,, has ouly sought liberty, after stuml)ling upon it with-

,, out knowing it; that he looked for Chaleedon with
,, the coast of Byzantium in his view." He is so well

satisfied of the problem being solved, that hc says in

another place....,, To discover political liberty in the
" constitution, does not require so much trouble, if we

', can possess it where it is; if we have found it, why seek

,, it :" and he immediately presents the form of the Eng-

lish governntcnt, as hf imagined it to exist in its admin-

istration. It is true, that at the period in which he
wrote, England was a very flourishing and celebrated
state ; its government was, of those till then known, that

which produced, or appeared to produce, the most flatter-

big results in every respect. However, this superiority,
p_rtly real, partly apparent, but in a greater measure

the effect of eauscs wholly foreign, should not have pre-

possessed so strong _t mind as Montesquieu, or induced

him to suppress the errors of the theory, or to insinuate
that it leaves nothing more to be desired.

This pl_possession in favor of English institutions

_md ideas, led him in the first place to ibrget, that the
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legishtive, executive, and judicial functions, are proper-
ly only delegated trusts, functions which may indeed
confer power and credit, on the persons invested with
them, but are not therefore serf-existent in the persons

who exercise them There is by right, only one power in

society, and that is the will of the nation or society, from

which all authority flows; and in fact there is not any other

change, than that of the authority dcl%o_atcdto the man, or
body of men, of the several functions by which they
disburse the necessary expcnces, and exercise all the

physical force of the society. Montesquieu does notdeny

this, he is only unmindful of it; he is entirely taken up with
his triple powers, Iris legislative, executive, and judiciary;

considering them as rivals, and as powers independent of
each other; and that it is only necessary to reconcile

or restrain them, each by the other, in ot_lcr to make

every thing go on well, without taking any notice, what-
ever, of the nat_lral power from which they are derived,

and upon which they depend.

By not perceiving that his executive power is the only
real one in fact, and that it influences all the others, he

concedes, _ithout consideration or enquire', thispower
to an individual, and even makes it hereditary iu that

individual's family, and for no oilier reason than becanse
one man is better calculated for action (han mahy: if

this principle were well founded, it would }lave been yet
worth enquh'y, whether if an hidi_idual be so much
better fitted for action, he would suffer any other free

action to exist round him ; and mmcovet', whctller this
individual, chosen at hazard, is so likely to be competent
to the exercise of that wise deliberatioit which sho'ald

precede every action.

He also approves of the legislative powcr, being con-

tided to the legislators, finely elected by the people for
a limited pol_od, and from all parts of the nation; but

what is still more extraordinary, he approves of the

existence of tile privileged hereditary body in the nation,
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and that this body should compose of itself, by rlght, a
part of the legislative body, distinct and separate from
that elected by the people, and that it should possess the

right of a negative upon the resolves of the elected
representatives ! His reasons are em'ious ; it is, lie says,
,, because theh" prerogatives are odious in themsdv_,

., and they should be enabled to defend them ;" it would
seem a more natural conclusion, we should think, that

being odious they should rather be abolished.
He also thinks, that this second section of the legis-

lative body is very useful, because there can be placed

therein, all that is really important in the judiciary

authoriD', the passing of judgment on etqmes against

the state ; so that, as he says, it becomes the regulating

power, of which both the executive and legislative powers

stand in need to mutually temper them. He does not look
to facts in the history of England, nor perceive what

it attests, that the house of lords is any thing else,

rather than an independent and regulating power; that

it is, in fact, only an appendage to the court, the advan-

ced guard of the executive power, whose fortunes it has

always followed ; and that giving this irresponsible body
a negative in legislation and a high judiciary function,

is only investing the court with an additional force, and
rendering the punishment of state criminals a matter of

mere discretion _vith the executive, or rendering it
impossible to punish whenever it is not the pleasure of
the court.

_otwithstanding these advantages, and the great power
which the executive has at its disposal, he does not think

the right of a negative upon the laws necessary to the

executive; nor that of convoking, nor of proroguing, nor

of dissolving them; and he imagines that the popular
representatives possess a sufficient defence, in their pre-

cautionary power of voting the supplies only for one
year, as if they must not renew them every year, or

witness a dissolution of the government _ and that this
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_eWer is further augmented by their having it in dleir

discretion to prohibit or permit the raising of a miiitary
force, or the establishment of camps, barracks, or fortified
places; as if they must not be foreed into the estahlish-

ment of either, whenever a necessity shall ea]l for it ....
a necessity which the executive can at any time create.

Montesquieu terminates this long detail, by a sentenev
obscure and embarrassed....,, This is tile fundamental

" constitution of tile government of wldeh we speak
" the legislative body being composed of two parts, eae_

', of them constrains the other, by their mutltal preven-
,, tative faculty; both are restrained by the executive,

,' which _1 itself be restrained by the legislative :"
and to this he adds this singular reflection: ,, These

,, three powers should naturally form a state of repose

,_ or inaction; but as in tile nature of things they must

,, move, they arc under the necessity of acting in con-

,' eex_." I must acknowlege, that I do not perceive

the absolute necessity of this conclusion; on theconti-ary,
it appears evident, that where every thing is constituted,

so as to constrtiin or impede motion, nothing can be per-
feetlyaccomplished. If the king were not effcctivelymas.

tel" of the parliament, and if he did not consequently lead

them, I can see nothing in this weak fabric ofgovcrt*ment

that could prevent him; neither can I perceive any thing

in i_avor of such an organization....which is in my opinion

very impcrfect....but a ci,'cumstanee which belongs to it

rather than forming a part of it, and which has not been
noiieed..,that is, tile constancy _'ith wl, ieh the nation
_.ills that it shonld so subsist. But as at tile same

time, they m'e wisely attached to tile maintenance of

persona] liberty and the freedom of tile press, the powex,

is always preserved of m"aking the public opinion known

so that when the king abuses his powel9 of wldch he

really possesses too much, he is subject te be opposed by
a gene,_Al movement in favor of those _'ho resist his

oppressioll ; as has been twice exemplified in the seven*
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tcenth centu]_y, and _hich is always very easy in an
island, where there can be no motives, consistent with

the principles of tile government, for maintaining a large
standing army. This is in fact tile only effective vdo,
which is to be found under the English constitution,

compal_d with _hieh all tile rest are nothing.

TIm great point in the English constitution is, that
tile nation six or seven times deposed its kings: but
then it must be t_marked, that this is not a constitu-

tional expedient; it is rather an insurl_etiou arising out

of necessity, as it was formerly said to be according to
the laws of Crete. I_-gi_lative deposition, to my gloat
astonishment, Montesquieu pl-aises in another part of

his book, notwithstanding it is ccrtaiu that this remedy

is so cruel, that a sensible people would endm_e gl_at

evils, bcfm_ they could resort to it; and though it may

happen that they defer rcth'ess so long, that if the usur-
pation be conducted with address, the people may
insensibly acquire the habit of slavery so invetet_ttely,

as no longer to feel the desire, or may cease to possess
the capacity, of breaking their chains by"any means.

What very much characterises the warmth of Montes-

quieu's imagination, is, that on the i_aith of three lines
from Tacitus, which would require a copious commentary,

he has persuaded himselt, that he found among the

savages of ancient Germany, the model and the spirit of

the govelnment, which he considers as a masterpiece
of human reason; in the cxeess of his admiration, he

thus exclaims....', This excellent system was discovered
,, in Ore woods :" and a little after he adds....,, It does

,, not belong to me to examine whether the English

,, actually enjoy liberty or not, it is sufficient to say, it

,, is established by their laws." Nevertheless, I ant of

opinion, that the first point was well worthy of exami-
nation, _vet'e it only to assm_ himself, that he had a

just knowlege of the second; because if he had bestowed
more attention on their laws, he would have discovered
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that among file English, there exists really no more
than two powers in,lead of three ; that these two pow.
ers exist only when both are p.'csent, because one has

all tile real force and no public attachment, while file
other possesses no force, hut cojoys all tile publie confi-

dence, until it manifests a disposition to overpower its
rival, and sometimes even then: that these tt_o powel's,

by uniting, are legally competent to the ehan_e o_' the

pnblie established laws, and even those which determine
their relations and their existence, tbr no law obstructs

them, and they have exercised this power on wtrious

occasions : so that. in fael, libert._ is not truly established

b? their political law_ ; and if the English really enjoy

liberty to a certain extent, it ori_ilmtes in the causes
which I have explained, and has reference to certain

received usages in their civil and c...iminal proceedings,
rather than to positive law,; as, in t_aet, it is altogether
without law established.

The great prob'..em, _herefi_re, of the distribution of

the powers of_ociety, so (h._t neither ofthem may trespass
on the authority of the other, or the limits -ts_igncd them

by the gcnel_l interests; and that it may always be
easy to keep them witldn bounds, or to bring them back

by peaceable and legal means, is not, I conceive, resolved
in that country: I wonld rather claim this honor for
the United States of America, the constitution of which

determines what should be done when the executive, or

_vhea the legislative, or when both together, go beyond

their le.gitimate powers, or are in opposition to each
other; and when it becomes neeessmT to chnn_e _he
eon._titution:d act of a state, or o1" the eonfl,dem'ation

itself. But it may be oh.jeered, that in ease of such regu-

lations, the great difficulty lies in their execution ; that
the Americans, _hen file authorities of a partieulm" state

al_ in question, arc guaranteed by the ibree o the

superior authority of the confede_'ation ; and that _llen

it becomes a rjuestinn o1" guarantor, it resolves itsel_
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into the unioR of the several confederated states, acting
for one state; a_d that in this view of the facts, we have

rather eluded than solved it, by the aid of thc confede-

rative system; and that it therefore remains to be ex-

plained, how the same end could be obtained, where the
established government is an indivisible body or unity.

Such a subject requires to be treated of in the manner

of a theory, rather than historically; I shall thereforl

endeavor to establish _ priori, the principles of a truly

tYee, legal, and peaceable constitution ; for which purpose
we must take a fair point of view, from ip.oaad a tittle

mq_ retired and elevated,




